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househ

here 
hear 
he’s 
heard 
hundred 
hurry 
haven’t 
hurt 
who 
who’s 
whose 
hole 
whole 

1  Circle the letters that represent  h  
in the List Words.

2  Write any other letters that can represent
 h  on the Grapheme Chart. 

 Write one word example for each.

3  Write one stroke for every sound in each 
List Word.

letters words

Graph# e Chart

4  Colour the letters that represent  h  in the words.

6 Finish the sentences with the homophones in the brackets.
   Homophones are words that sound the same but have different spelling, for example be �– bee.

5  Write contractions for these pairs of words. Finish the sentences with contractions that 
begin with  h . Use each contraction once only. 

   A contraction of two words is made by 1. Writing all of the  rst word. 2. Joining the 
second word to it, leaving out one or more letters. 3. Writing an apostrophe where 
letters have been left out. For example, he is contracts to he’s.

it is  where is  who is   

that is  here is  how is    

 half of my hamburger for you to eat.

 Harry going to the island for his holiday?

 that person hurrying across the highway?

I can  a noise  in the house.

I  the  of cows outside.

My  head will  t through that .

 the person hiding in that house?

I don’t know.  house is it?

(hear, here)

(heard, herd)

(hole, whole)

(Who’s, Whose)

(Who’s, Whose)

who hurt heard where whole choose why
how shirt third here hole whose high
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Li!  Wor" 1  Circle the letters that represent j g ge dge  
in the List Words.

2  Write any other letters that can represent    
j g ge dge  on the Grapheme Chart. 

 Write one word example for each.

3  Write one stroke for every sound in each 
List Word.

letters words

Graph# e Chart

jellyfish   giraffe   barge   bridgej g ge dge

jaw 
jeans 
June 
July 
page 
change 
large 
giant 
gentle 
edge 
bridge 
juggle 

4  Colour the jelly sh if the letters j, g, ge or dge represent j g ge dge . 

5 Write List Words to match the clues.

changepagebridge large

 nger

jaw

gentle
jeans edge

give

ground

ringgiraffe

giant

jugglegerm

2 sounds 
3 letters

3 sounds
4 letters

3 sounds
5 letters

4 sounds
4 letters

4 sounds
5 letters

Challenge 
Which month starts with j g ge dge  and has 3 sounds?  

Which month starts with j g ge dge  and has 8 sounds?  

Which month has 2 sounds?  

Which month has 4 sounds and 4 letters?  

Which month has the same number of sounds as November?  

Which month has o  a  and oa o_e ow o  sounds in it?  

Which month ends in l ll ? 
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